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GENIE® PROTECTIVE SOLUTION

Genie®
A TEREX BRAND
GENIE® PROTECTIVE SOLUTION FOR YOUR WORKSITE
FAMILY OF ACCESSORIES KEEPING JOBSITE MATERIALS AND TOOLS FROM FALLING OUT OF BOOM PLATFORMS

With three options to choose from — half-height aluminium, full-height aluminum and removable woven screen, these mesh accessories are engineered to help operators keep jobsite materials and tools from falling out of boom platforms while working at height. They are built out of durable materials to withstand rigorous jobsite conditions and are compatible with other Genie® protective and safety accessories.

You can order these accessories by visiting gogenielift.com:
- Half Mesh for 1.83 m (6 ft) / 2.44 m (8 ft) platforms:
  Part Nr 1270311GT / 1270974GT
- Full Mesh for 1.83 m (6 ft) / 2.44 m (8 ft) platforms:
  Part Nr 1286622GT / 1283049GT
- Screen for 2.44 m (8 ft) platforms only:
  Part Nr 1286301GT

**HOW DO THEY WORK?**

**Half and Full Aluminium Platform Mesh Accessories:**
- Heavy-duty accessories available on Genie 1.83 m and 2.44 m (6 ft and 8 ft) platforms equipped with a swing gate.
- Designed to cover the lower half of the boom platform area, from the floor to midrail or all four sides of the platform, from the floor to the top rail.
- Can be installed from the factory or as an aftermarket kit in less than 30 minutes with two people.

**Full screen Platform Mesh Accessory:**
- Durable and lightweight removable woven screen, fully encapsulating Genie 2.44 m (8 ft) platforms.
- It weighs less than 9 kg (20 lb) and is constructed from a flame-retardant material, UV and Low temperature resistant.
- Available as an aftermarket kit, easily installed by one person without tools in less than 10 minutes.
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